
Figure 1. Plot of I/F values (pixel 
b r igh tness not topograph ic 
elevation values) of a typical pit 
(location 1 in Fig. 2). 

Top: ESP_034672_2645 Minimum  
I/F value for the entire image is 
0.146, the same as the minimum 
here.
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Minimum I/F value for the entire 
image is 0.066, slightly lower than 
the 0.073 minimum in the darkest 
part of this pit. 
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• 1-5 m diameter
• Roughly circular
• Rims appear flat or slightly depressed
• Lack of reflected light within shadowed area (Fig. 1)
• Frost persists around rims in some cases
• Appear as voids in the pitted and cracked surface texture of the NPLD [7,8]
• Minimum depth/diameter ratio 0.53
• No apparent linear alignment, in most locations
• No apparent correlation with given layers of NPLD exposure
• Pits may disappear, appear, and change diameter over the course of seasonal 

frost/ice deposition and sublimation
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The north polar layered deposits (NPLD) are a ~3 km 
thick stack of water ice and dust layers covered 
seasonally by carbon dioxide ice/frost [1].

NPLD stratigraphy is revealed in large troughs carved by 
katabatic winds, ablation and sublimation [2,3].

We report here the discovery of small, negative relief 
features identified in HiRISE [4] images, which we call 
pits, that appear at certain exposures in the NPLD (image 
at right).

Although first discovered in the process of creating a digital terrain model (DTM) 
from a HiRISE stereo pair [5], these features are too small to be resolved in the 
topography. New images acquired over the d iscovery s i te DTM, 
DTEPC_010198_2645_010014_2645, are orthorectified to conduct accurate 
change detection studies [6].

Introduction

Morphology

Distribution
We have discovered meter-scale pits in Mars’ north polar 
layered deposits. Their formation mechanism is unknown.
Repeat imaging and continued mapping of the meter-scale pits in the NPLD will  
characterize their morphology and spatial distribution in more detail. Of primary 
interest is a better understanding of the appearance and disappearance of pits 
interannually.

Investigations into what causes these features to form and change are just 
beginning. 

Understanding what causes these pits, and how they evolve, is significant to the 
understanding of Mars’ past climate as well as for future exploration.
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Comparison to Similar Features

Figure 4. Similar features for comparison.

A) Pits along a blind fault on the north polar cap, ESP_016941_2645, 84.4ºN 134.6ºE. The 
most similar features occur atop escarpments between troughs, located along what is 
interpreted to be blind normal faults. These and others like it [7,8] do not occur in the 
exposed NPLD stratigraphy, and are aligned linearly, unlike the NPLD pits.

B) Collapse features in ice-rich terrain north of Alba Mons, ESP_034831_2310, 50.5ºN 
263.0ºE. They appear to be aligned with underlying fractures or faults. Their general 
shape is more oval, but the smallest pits in this location are roughly circular.

C) Pits on top of a south polar escarpment, ESP_013224_1080, 71.9ºS 143.7ºE. These 
are slightly larger than the NPLD pits, and vary more in size. The shape of the south 
polar pits is irregularly conical and the bottoms and sides can be seen in most of the 
pits. Another difference is that they primarily are seen along the tops of escarpments, 
rather than in the sloping layer exposures.

D) Pit crater on Pavonis Mons, ESP_033935_1805, 0.3ºN 249.2ºE. Collapse pits in 
volcanic terrain have been found in several places on Mars [9]. They tend to be much 
larger than the NPLD pits and may occur in chains or be isolated. The walls and floors 
of these features are sometimes illuminated.

We show examples of other types of pits on Mars to compare morphologies and 
geological settings to the NPLD pits. 

Possible Formation Mechanisms
Thermokarst

• The spatial distribution and size of the pits may be due to the sublimation of 
pockets of pure ice that become exposed as the NPLD erodes. If so, how did 
pockets of pure ice get emplaced and what was the timing of such 
emplacement?

• In the south polar layered deposits, a massive CO2 ice deposit associated with 
sublimation features has been found with the Shallow Radar (SHARAD) [10] as 
a reflection-free zone [11]. However, no similar reflection-free zones have been 
identified in the NPLD, so any putative CO2 ice associated with the pits would 
be limited in depth to a few SHARAD range-resolution cells (~10 m).

• Cryoconite holes, found on terrestrial glaciers, provide a viable morphological 
analogue. It is not clear yet where the darker albedo material required would 
come from, or what the timing would be for this process.

• It has been hypothesized that clathrates (methane and CO2) could exist at 
depth or in a shallow layer below the seasonal CO2 ice, particularly in the north 
polar region. Exposure near the surface would destabilize the clathrates, 
causing collapse features in the terrain [12].

Aeolian activity
• Wind action should not be ignored, but it is unclear how it could be causing 

these features at such small scales. There is little evidence of aeolian bedforms 
in the NPLD, but the geologic setting is strongly influenced by katabatic winds.

Impact processes
• Impact cratering may play a role in the formation of these pits, but it seems 

unlikely based on their morphology and spatial distribution.
Tectonic 

• Underlying fractures might cause collapse pits, similar to those in  Fig. 4-A.
Some other questions to consider are: 

• Why do pits appear and disappear?
• What is the time scale of formation and evolution?
• Why are the pits so sparsely distributed?
• Do transitional features also exist?
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Figure 3. Map of north polar region above 80º latitude, polar stereographic projection. 
Base map is MOLA colorized altimetry overlaid on THEMIS day IR. Colored polygons 
are HiRISE image footprints that have been searched to date.

Figure 2. Pits mapped in orthorectified HiRISE images PSP_010198_2645 (purple dots) 
and ESP_034672_2645 (yellow dots). Dots are not to scale. Orange dots show pits that 
exist in both images. Location is indicated by green star     in Fig. 3. Locations 1 and A, B, 
C are detailed in Figs. 1 and 5, respectively.
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Figure 5. Sequence of orthorectified images from in Mars Year (MY) 29 northern summer, 
continuing in MY 32 through northern spring (top to bottom). 
• Sites A, B and C are located in Fig. 2. HiRISE image IDs are labeled on the left side of 

each row. MY and solar longitude (Ls) are labeled on the right. 
• Pits are noted with yellow arrows. 
• All images have nominal 25 cm pixel scale, except ESP_032905_2645, which has a 

nominal pixel scale of 50 cm. 
• PSP_010198_2645 in all figures, and all of A, is shown in monochromatic visible red 

filter. The subsequent images in B and C are 3 band near infrared, red and blue-green 
enhanced color. 

• Frost/ice cover is generally white. PSP_010198_2645 is mostly  frost-free. Images taken 
in MY 32 in this sequence are still mostly frost covered. 

• Average I/F value for each image is: PSP_010198_2645 0.111; ESP_032905_2645 
0.0388; ESP_034672_2645 0.206; ESP_035173_2645 0.149.

• Note the topmost pit in A disappears in later images.
• In almost all locations, pit diameters appear to increase in ESP_034672_2645, then 

decrease in ESP_035173_2645.
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